




UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

R. S. PAYNE, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 
M PROVEMENT IN SEW N G -- MACH I NES. 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 30,64 , dated November 13; 1860. 

To all’ uvholm, i? 7may concer7, : 
Be it known that I, R. S. PAYNE, of Chi 

cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi 
nois, have invented a new and useful Im 
provement in Sewing - Machines; and I do 
hereby declare that the following is a full, 
clear, and exact description of the same, ref 
erence being had to the accompanying-draw 
ings, forming a part of this specification, in 
which 

Figure 1 represents a side view; Fig. 2, a 
bottom view; and Figs. 3 and 4 vertical cross 
Jections, showing portions of the machine. 
Similar ietters of reference in each of the 

several figures indicate corresponding parts. 
The nature of my invention consists in at re 

ciprocating disk and two loose feed-rings ar 
ranged upon the circumference of said disk, in 
combination with a meedle working between 
the two feed-rings. 
To enable others skillied in the art to make 

and use my invention, i will proceedi to de 
scribe its construction and operation. 
The feed apparatus of this sewing-machine 

consists of a disk, A, upon a horizontal axis, 
B. Therim of the diskis made with a groove 
on each side aroulind the whole circumference 
of the disk, so as to form a ridge, C, between 
the two grooves. Two loose feed-rings, E, the 
roughened surfaces of which project a little 
above the ridge C, are placed one into each of 
the grooves of ?ine disk. ScrewsD are screwed 
into the sides of the disk near its circumfer 
ence, and so that their heads extend somewhat 
beyond the circumference of the grooves. 
These screw-heads serv? to prevent the feed 
rings E from slipping off the disk in a lateral 
direction parallel with the axis of the disk. 
A slot, F, is miade through the top part of the 
disk, passing through the ridge C and Irim of 
the disk, illu the middle, between the two feed 
rings. This slot is somewhat longer than the 
greatest arc through which the disk may be 
allowed to reciprocate, and the object of this 
slot is to open a ffee passage for the vertical 
needle G betweer the two feed - rings and 
through the rim of the disk. This needle Gis 
attached to a needle-carrier, H, and together 
with it worked by a lever, I, and cam J, upon 
driving-shaft K, in the usual manner, all these 
parts being of the usual construction. A small 

ridge C of the disk. A spiral spring, N, ex 
tending from some point of the machime-frame 
to the outer end of pin M, holds the pin con 
tinually against the circumference of camL, so 
that the pin and the disk, together with it, re 
ceive a reciprocating motion while the cam IL 
revolves, the axis of the disk being the center 
of this reciprocating motion. A piece of 
leather, O, or similar soft material, is placed 
between the cam Land the surface of the feed 
rings, and is at one end fastened to the pinM, 
its other end being hung to the frame of the 
machine by spring or springs P, so as to stretch . 
amd keep the piece of leather from wrinkling. 
As the cam L revolves and begins to depress 
the pin M, causing the disk to make part of a 
revolution in this direction, the leather is at 
the same time pressed by the cam against the 
roughened surface of the feed-rings, and thus 
the feed-rings are caused to move simultane 
ously with the Jeather and disk in the same 
direction, so as to feed the cloth Q forward, 
which is placed between the pressure-pad R 
and the top of the feed-rings; but as the cam 
Lu recedes from the pin M, the latter, together 
with the disk, returns to its original position. 
As the cam, however, recedes from the pin, it 
recedes also from the leather, so as to cease to 
press it against the surface of the feed-rings, 
and the feed-rings will not participate in the 
return motion of the disk, the friction between 
the feed-rings and the rim of the disk being 
overcome by the friction of the roughened sur 
face of the feed-rings and the cloth Q held 
down by the pressure-pad. Thus the feed 
rings are made to feed the cloth while the disk 
moves in one direction and to stand still dur 
ing the return motion of the disk. The object - 
of employing two feed-rings, instead of only 
one, is to allow the needle. G to work between 
the two and feed the coth on both sides of the 
needle. The cloth will thus befed in astraight 
line, and the tendency of a single feed-surface 
at one side of a neede to turn the cloth while 
feeding it forward, and thereby to feed in a 
curved line, is effectually overcome by arrang 
ing the feed-surface in two sections, as above 
described. .. '' A set - screw, S, working through female 
screws in two brackets, T. T, extending from 
the frame of the machine, can be screwed in 

cam, L, upon shaft K, works in conjunction | more or less, so as to come into contact with a 
with a pin, M, projecting radially from the il flange, U, projecting from the side of the disk, . 
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und tilhereby to limit or altogether stop, if so 
: dlesiredl, tlie reciprocating nuotion of the disk, 
and together with it tlae feed-motion : of the 
feed-rings. : 

Tiue horizontal needle V receives a recipro 
cating motion in the direction of its length : 
from the lower airm of lever I, and is also linnade : 
to recipFocate in a horizontal andl lateral di 
rection in i a manmer i hereinafter to be de 
scribed in order to perform :: the peculiar 
stitch of the machine in conjunction with a 
vertical needle, G. The needle V has a bear 
ingi, near its forward end, in a eras?-bar, W, held in suitable horizontal guideways. Orue 
end of this eross-haris, by a spring, X, pressed 

-, against and acted upou by a Cana, Y, upot the 

driying-shaft. By this meanis the cross-bar, 
and tógether with it the forward end of the 
needle V, are made to reciprocate in a hori 
zontalandlateral direction, as before described. 
What I claim as my invention, and desire. 

to secure, by Letters Patent, is 
A reciprocating disk and two i loose feed 

rings aurral nged upon the circumference of said 
disk, and operated by mechanism substantially 
as described, in combination with a needle 
working between the two feed-rings, substau 
tially as "and for the purposes set forth. 

* " . R. S. PAY NIE. 
Witnesses: 

GöönowINY. AT LEE, 
G. F. G. DIETERICH. 

  


